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Coco chanel mademoiselle sample
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DESCRIPTION Sparks fresh and vibrant Orange instantly wake up the senses. A clear and sensual heart reveals the transparent chords of Grasse Jasmine and May Rose. The fragrance eventually develops with vivid accents of Pačuli and Vetiver. COCO MADEMOISELLE Eau de Parfum is supplied in
spray for easy application to skin or clothing. MORE INFORMATION WHY WE SELL DECANTS? Because there are so many smouths and so little time, we sell samples that are a great way to try many smouths before deciding on a full bottle you know you'll love. The samples offer the opportunity to
wear perfume for a month or more and decide if the fragrance is right for you. Once you taste the fragrances and find the ones you love, can you buy a full bottle from www.snapperfumes.in you receive? You choose the smell and size, then we click from the original bottle or container into a brand new
sterile plastic spray. We mark each decanter and carefully wrap it to prevent further escape. To assure you that you will get the exact amount indicated for each demanticant bottle, we use medical measuring instruments so that each bottle is filled with the exact amount. Please note that there is still air
space at the top of the bottles, which is important for pressure in nebulizers, the airspace does not mean that you have received less than the indicated amount. Please understand before purchase, you will not receive the original bottle of perfume from the factory. However, you will receive repackaged,
unchanged, freshly &amp; expertly hand-clicked fragrances. DECIMATION PROCESS Each sample is manually decanted after payment &amp; moments before shipping from our bottles of authentic smouths. We use sterile medical pipettes designed for each fragrance or the perfume is sprayed or
poured directly from the original bottle SHIPPING ORDERS are shipped from Monday to Saturday. We are proud of our self to ship your order as quickly as possible, usually within 2 business days after placing it, although in some cases we may need up to 5-6 business days to fulfill your order. Holidays
and sales can result in longer delivery times, despite our best efforts to minimize that. Occasionally some products run out of inventory due to large orders that come in before inventory is updated, this can result in traffic delays just following this item or the entire order. if this happens, we will inform you.
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